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Message from Yasutaka Daimon. In1997 a group of premium sake brewers from a number of regions around Japan 

founded an association to start promoting sake to the International Market. The association was named the Sake Export 

Association (SEA). Its objective was to introduce sake – not only its flavor but also its long history and rich culture – to the 

world. Member breweries were all with generations of distinguished history, and prided themselves as the makers of 

premium sake. In each brewery, the skills in sake-making have been developed, maintained, polished, and handed down 

over many generations. Such brewers have considerable family pride – they have been brewing Sake for several hundred 

years.  

 

Fortunately, I was involved in the association as one of the founding members. Back then, 

however, to make premium sake accessible in the U.S. and the rest of the world seemed like 

a grand dream – ambitious and out of reach. Although I was hoping to achieve the dream, I 

was not sure when and how we could get there. The other thing is that I was not interested in 

just selling more Sake I had a bigger dream – I wanted the world to understand the rich 

tradition of sake, and to develop a much deeper appreciation for its history and production.  

 

Today, our dream no longer seems too ambitious or unrealistic. The world is embracing and appreciating sake in a way 

that was simply unimaginable as recent as ten years ago. In the U.S., for example, consumers used to have a 

pre-conceived notion that sake had to be served hot. This misperception existed in the U.S. for quite some time. As we 

know, today, the Americans and the Europeans are enjoying premium sake served cold. They are becoming increasingly 

knowledgeable, sophisticated and enthusiastic about sake; and some even enjoy debating the difference among various 

types or brands of sake. This is exactly what we were dreaming of. In a way, the dramatic growth we saw in these years 

has exceeded our own expectation.  

 

Thanks to all of these efforts, we now have a great number of sake lovers and liquor-related professionals outside of 

Japan who study the art of sake with passion. The level of their interest is remarkable, their learning curve is extremely 

steep, and the number of such students of sake is growing fast. And now as part of this growing interest in Sake, they 

want to learn how to Brew this special girt of the Gods. This is why I came up with the idea of a hands-on, practical 

internship program at Daimon Sake Brewery in Osaka.  

 



What I would like to achieve through this program is to prompt more serious interest in sake, to facilitate understanding of 

the rich and complex world of sake, and to provide a unique and useful opportunity for the participants to experience the 

sake production in an intimate way. I am hoping that this tiny yet exciting project would serve as a stepping stone so that 

we can jump to reach even more ambitious goals in the coming years. 

The Training Course 

Our proven training model and agenda is as follows:   

• Day 1: Sunday: Arrive at Daimon Brewery 

• Day 2: Monday: Brew Training, Orientation, Tasting 

o Welcome Dinner  

• Day 3: Brew Training, Tasting  

• Day 4: Brew Training  

• Day 5: Brew Training  

• Day 6: Friday: Brew Training   

o Farewell Party at Mukune-tei 

• Day 7: Saturday: Departure from Daimon Brewery  

 

 

 



Objectives & Content of Internship Program.  

It is a week-long training program, and we will accept four (4) participants per session. You will 

experience On the Job Training by working side by side with the employees of Daimon Sake 

Brewery during the course.  

 

Shikomi (or the “fermentation mash”) of sake production traditionally completes in four consecutive 

days. Basically, this is the way it works:  

• Day 1: 1st stage: Soe-Shikomi 

• Day 2: Odori: No Shikomi, to let Moromi to grow 

• Day 3: 2nd stage: Naka-Shikomi 

• Day 4: 3rd stage: Tome-Shikomi. Completion of Shikomi 

You will participate in this process as one of the team members. In addition, during the stay, you will be involved in as 

many sake-making activities as possible, such as Koji-making, Moto-Shikomi or Moromi Pressing.  

 

What We Ask For the Participants.  

This program is designed for those with a substantial knowledge about sake, its production process, and basic 

terminology. Therefore, the program is focused on practical onsite training. In other words, the time we spend on theory 

will be very limited.  

 

Fluency in Japanese is not a pre-requisite. However, in order for you to have smooth communication with the employees 

of Daimon Sake Brewery, we do encourage you to work hard and try to learn some basic conversation and terms in 

Japanese.  

 

We will do our best to make your stay as comfortable as possible, but the facility we provide for this program is rather 

simple and modest. It is the traditional facility where the migrant Sake workers have been living for over a hundred years – 

although upgraded over time. We do not provide private bathrooms and I am afraid to say that we will have to make a 

daily trip to one of the many public bath houses that are frequented by the local Japanese population in the evening – truly 

a Japanese experience. Lastly, the most important thing that I would like to ask you is to take part in this program with 

respect to the way we conduct our daily life and work at the brewery. The way we live and work in the brewery is a critical 

part of the sake-making process.  

We are very excited to see you on this coming course and are of course available at any time to answer any of the many 

questions that you may have about the program.   

Sincerely and in the Spirit of Sake, 

Yasutaka Daimon and the Daimon Brewery Team  

 

Sake 

(Nihonshu) 
 


